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INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is revolutionizing the way IT
services are deployed and consumed. Under the
infrastructure as a service (IaaS) model, clients
can outsource their entire IT infrastructure, run-
ning services inside virtual machines (VMs) host-
ed at a provider’s substrate. To encourage IaaS
subscriptions, cloud providers usually employ
resilient servers and network infrastructure [1].

Resilience of network services can be
expressed as a quality of service (QoS) metric
or, more specifically, as a quality of resilience
(QoR) metric [2]. Typical QoR metrics are the
service availability and time to recover from fail-
ures. QoS evaluation, on the other hand,
addresses other metrics such as network latency
and packet loss ratio. Generally, IaaS cloud pro-
viders express their QoR in terms of VM avail-
ability over a given time interval, defining it as a
service level agreement (SLA). For example,
Amazon Elastic Computer Cloud (Amazon
EC2)1 and Rackspace Cloud Servers2 guarantee
an IaaS availability of 99.95 percent and 100 per-
cent, respectively. In such cases, the service is
considered unavailable if all running VMs of a
client have no external connectivity.

The IaaS provider commitment is to refund
the client proportionally to the experienced

downtime. Some IaaS providers also define
resilience in terms of the redundancy of their
infrastructure. For example, Rackspace specifies
that its physical servers are equipped with RAID
10 technology and have redundant power supply.
Moreover, Rackspace’s physical network is
dimensioned so that one failure in an upstream
switch halves the bandwidth, instead of leaving
the whole service down. 

A common characteristic of all mentioned
IaaS SLAs is that they do not cover failures out
of the IaaS provider’s control (e.g., a denial of
service attack) and other force majeure events,
such as hurricanes. In other words, a typical IaaS
SLA does not consider disaster resilience. Nev-
ertheless, an IaaS provider could be disaster-
resilient, guaranteeing a given QoR after a
disaster occurrence [3]. 

A disaster-resilient IaaS provider employs
backup VMs in standby mode, which are only
activated in a disaster.

Moreover, a working VM must be geographi-
cally isolated from its backup so that a disaster
does not affect both. Hence, the data center (DC)
needs to be geo-distributed and requires a cloud
network that is itself resilient to disasters and cost
effective. The design requirements for disaster-
resilient IaaS scenarios are still an open issue, in
spite of their importance to allow business conti-
nuity planning (BCP) for IaaS providers. BCP
consists of several requirements, technical and
non-technical, to guarantee that some services are
available even when disasters occur. To make the
IT infrastructure compliant with the organiza-
tion’s BCP, the IT staff must adopt a process
called IT service continuity management
(ITSCM), which can be performed according to
different frameworks, such as the set of proce-
dures defined in the service design stage of the
Information Technology Infrastructure Library
(ITIL) [4] and the ISO/IEC 24762:2008 standard
[5]. Implementation and testing of recovery
schemes are examples of such procedures.

This article provides guidelines to design a
DC network infrastructure supporting a disaster-
resilient IaaS cloud, organized as interrelated
phases. The first one starts with the initial design
considerations, such as assessing disaster risks
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and defining client requirements. In subsequent
phases, disaster recovery mechanisms are chosen,
as well as the network infrastructure and the VM
placement scheme. It is important to note that
our proposed guidelines do not intend to replace
existing ITSCM frameworks, which have a broad-
er scope, but act in conjunction with them to sup-
port a disaster-resilient IaaS cloud. Moreover, we
draw attention to incipient research topics, such
as the physical design of a geo-distributed DC
and the placement of VM backups.

GEO-DISTRIBUTED DATA CENTER
NETWORK DESIGN

The sites of a geo-distributed DC are spread over
a geographic region and connected through a wide
area network (WAN). The geo-distribution
increases the resilience of the cloud network and
makes DC sites closer to end users to reduce the
access latency. Figure 1 illustrates a geo-distribut-
ed DC. Each dashed circle is a DC site, where
servers are connected using an intra-DC fabric
composed of racks and top of rack (ToR) switches
connected to core switches. DC sites can host dif-
ferent numbers of servers and are interconnected
using long-haul links. Some sites may employ
redundant links between each other to improve
resilience. Finally, cloud users access DC services
through gateways spread over the network.

Based on the literature about disaster
resilience in optical WANs [6–8] and resilience in
clouds , we draw guidelines to design a DC net-
work infrastructure supporting a disaster-resilient
IaaS cloud, consisting of five interrelated phases
summarized in Table 1. Planning is the first
phase, where all design requirements are defined.
The modeling phase is employed to describe the
relationship between the requirements and the
DC components designed on the next three phas-
es. The modeling phase should be executed after
the end of each of the three upcoming phases to
improve the model according to the employed
mechanisms. Based on the requirements, in the
selection of disaster recovery mechanisms the
DC designer makes, among other design deci-
sions, the choice of the frequency at which back-
ups are performed for each type of client. The
site placement and topology design phase is
employed to design the WAN infrastructure,
based on the backup frequency and other
requirements, by dimensioning the network
capacity and the number of servers installed in
each DC site. Finally, in the selection of VM
placement mechanisms phase the designer selects
and configures mechanisms to place VMs based
on the WAN and the design requirements.

Normally, the last three phases should be
executed in the order given in Table 1.

Nevertheless, a designer might go back to a
previous phase if its decisions preclude the
accomplishment of the current phase (e.g., when
the chosen backup frequency demands an infea-
sible WAN network capacity).

Next, we detail each of the proposed phases.
Some are organized into tasks, which consist of
generic procedures important to accomplish
each phase. Nevertheless, the list of tasks is non-
exhaustive, so more specific tasks can be added

to each phase depending on the considered sce-
nario and technologies. 

PLANNING
In this phase, the initial DC design planning is
performed through the following tasks.

Definition of Disaster Risks — Disaster risks
are disaster situations to be considered in cloud
network design, such as large-scale power out-
ages and hurricanes. To this end, all the possible
disasters need to be listed and their effect on the
DC infrastructure assessed. From this list, a sub-
set of disaster types is selected for the following
phases by analyzing the importance of each one.
For example, the provider may want to ignore
an unlikely disaster type.

As disasters are difficult to predict, more
generic disaster situations can also be considered.
For instance, one strategy could be to design a
DC resilient to any entire site or link failure, or
to failures on all elements inside a region [6].

Definition of Disaster Resilience Require-
ments — In this task, the cloud provider defines
the QoR and corresponding SLAs. The average
values of QoR, such as the availability used by
Amazon EC2, are generally not suitable for
qualifying the disaster resilience of an infra-
structure, since disasters can be very rare.
Instead, the most common disaster-related QoR
metrics are the recovery time objective (RTO)
and recovery point objective (RPO). The RTO
accounts for the time needed to restore a service
after it has been affected by a disaster. For a
given IaaS client, the RTO depends on the time
to detect a failure, restore the affected VMs
from a backup site, restart all the services run-
ning on these VMs, and redirect the network
traffic from the original site to the backup site.
The other metric of interest, the RPO, is the
time lapse between the last backup of the service
components (e.g., copy of virtual disks) and the
disaster. The RPO gives an idea of the data loss
after a disaster. Indeed, some services require a
low RPO (e.g., banking transactions), and there-
fore continuous data replication. A low RPO
implies high network bandwidth between DC
sites to exchange large amounts of data. Both

Figure 1. Example of a geo-distributed DC composed of interconnected DC
sites.
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RTO and RPO levels can span from a few min-
utes to several hours [1].

Definition of Design Constraints — The design
constraints are aspects to be considered regardless
of the disaster resilience. Among the most impor-
tant constraints are the QoS requirements, which
influence the quality of experience (QoE). Accord-
ing to International Telecommunication Union —
Telecommunication Standards (ITU-T) Recom-
mendation P.10, QoE is “the overall acceptability
of an application or service, as perceived subjec-
tively by the end-user” [9], meaning that the QoE
depends on all infrastructure elements, such as the
network and physical servers, and on external fac-
tors such as the service price. Indeed, we have to
ensure both QoR and QoS requirements to pro-
vide a good QoE. However, we need to guarantee
the QoR without compromising the QoS, since
disaster events are rare, while QoS metrics are
permanently perceived by end users, directly or
indirectly. For example, the DC geo-distribution,
aiming to improve disaster resilience, increases the
distance between DC sites and may increase the
service latency, a QoS metric, when there are mul-
tiple VMs running across different sites. There-
fore, in this task, the cloud provider should list all
of the QoS metrics to ensure that the next design
steps consider these requirements. Moreover,
QoR requirements that are unrelated to disasters,
such as availability, must be considered if they
appear in the SLAs.

The constraints also include other factors
such as the maximum budget to build the DC,
the possible geographical sites to install the DC,
and other constraints related to the site’s physi-
cal capacity. As an example of the last one, the
IaaS provider may need to install a minimum
number of servers in a site according to the
expected demand of a region.

MODELING
This phase defines models that capture the char-
acteristics of the scenario defined in the plan-
ning phase. Also, the model describes how the

DC components, defined in the three next design
phases, affect the infrastructure characteristics
(e.g., cost, QoS metrics, RPO, and RTO). Note
that this phase stitches all the design phases
together, defining their relationships, which can
vary depending on the considered scenario. The
models defined in this phase basically take into
account the disaster information and network
parameters.

The disaster information gathered in the
planning phase is used to build disaster models.
Disaster models for communication networks
can be deterministic, probabilistic, or based on
multi-layer networks [6]. A classical determinis-
tic model is the utilization of shared risk group
(SRG) sets. An SRG is a set of infrastructure
components susceptible to a common disaster
situation. For example, considering power out-
ages, an SRG is the set of DC sites served by
one power plant.

In contrast, probabilistic models consider that
each component or set of components fail with a
given probability independent of zones. As disas-
ters and their impact on the network are difficult
to predict and are not frequent, deterministic
models are preferable. The approach that con-
siders multi-layer networks is an incipient
research topic, which separately models failures
in each network layer. For example, a single fail-
ure on the physical layer, such as cable cuts, can
affect multiple IP routes, which can thus break
several TCP connections. On the other hand,
recovery from a cable cut can be rapidly
addressed by lower layers, thus being unnotice-
able by upper layers. Multi-layer models are
more complex and require more information on
the environment than deterministic and proba-
bilistic ones.

Network parameters such as traffic distribu-
tion, length of network links, and available band-
width are modeled by conventional network
modeling approaches. For example, the network
can be modeled as a graph, where the nodes are
DC sites and the edges are the links between
them. The edges can be weighted according to
QoS parameters such as latency between DC
sites. The latency could be found after running
shortest path algorithms in the graph. Graph
models can be combined with SRG information
to capture disaster risks. In this case, the SRGs
defined in the disaster model are composed of
nodes and edges. Using graph theory, we can
measure, for instance, which DC sites are affect-
ed by each SRG. A model that captures the
resilience metrics based on network parameters
is still an open research issue. This model cap-
tures, for example, how the increase of band-
width between DC sites affects the RPO levels
offered by the IaaS provider. In addition, the
model could describe how the network reconfig-
uration and activation of backup VMs, described
in the next section, affect RTO levels.

SELECTION OF
DISASTER RECOVERY MECHANISMS

In this phase, the cloud provider chooses the
recovery mechanisms, which directly impact the
RTO and RPO, that will perform the following
tasks.

Table 1. Geo-distributed DC design phases.

Name Design goals

Planning Assess possible disaster risks; define QoR and QoS
requirements and budget constraints.

Modeling Define network and failure models to be used on
all design phases.

Selection of disaster
recovery mechanisms

Select the mechanisms of disaster detection, 
VM recovery, and network reconfiguration after
disasters.

Site placement and
topology design

Define which locations in a geographical area are
used by DC sites and design the interconnection
WAN.

Selection of VM
placement mechanisms

Select mechanisms to place VMs on the DC, speci-
fying their policies regarding the isolation of back-
up and working VMs and the fulfillment of QoS
and QoR requirements.
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Selection of Disaster Detection Mecha-
nisms — Despite all failure detection mecha-
nisms employed in the network layers (e.g.,
reaction of routing protocols), the DC must
employ a mechanism to define when to migrate
services from their working sites to backup sites. 

As the RTO depends on the reaction time to
a disaster, failure detection plays an important
role in disaster recovery. It can be done by peri-
odically probing DC sites, using network alarms,
and so on. Obviously, the more frequent the
probes and the network alarms, the shorter the
RTO, but at the cost of more control traffic.

Selection of VM Recovery Mechanisms — A
suitable strategy to post-disaster VM recovery is to
use VM snapshots [1]. A snapshot is a copy of the
VM state at a given moment, which can include its
disk, memory state, and settings. Most of the vir-
tualization platforms support snapshots. Hence,
the DC can maintain a snapshot of its VMs in
backup sites and activate them after a disaster.
Note that this scheme forces the services running
on the VM to return to a previous state, affecting
the RPO. More frequent snapshots translate to
shorter RPOs but spend more network resources
for snapshot transfers. Indeed, the choice of the
frequency to perform snapshots depends on the
QoR classes and the defined constraints.

Selection of Network Reconfiguration Mech-
anisms — When a VM starts running in another
DC site after a disaster, the network infrastructure
must reroute the traffic destined to this VM. This
design task selects adequate mechanisms to per-
form network reconfiguration in the event of a
disaster. IaaS providers generally employ Domain
Name System (DNS) services to redirect the VM’s
traffic when it changes physical location. The
cloud DNS server is thus responsible for replying
to DNS queries with the current VM IP address.
For example, Amazon Web Services (AWS) pro-
vides a DNS service called Amazon Route 53.
Cloud DNS services generally rely on anycast
routing, where any node running the desired ser-
vice can respond to requests, enabling simple net-
work reconfiguration after disasters.3 Alternatively,
providers can rely on cloud network overlay proto-
cols supporting various forms of Ethernet or IP
packet encapsulation to enable flexible VM loca-
tion and adequate isolation of IaaS slices [10].
Note that network reconfiguration mechanisms
have a high impact on the RTO, since they affect
the period for which VM network endpoints
remain unreachable after a disaster.

SITE PLACEMENT AND TOPOLOGY DESIGN
In this phase, the DC inter-site WAN topology is
chosen, as well as the location of each DC site.
Although the intra-site local network is also a
DC design decision, it is generally not concerned
with disaster resilience, since a disaster typically
causes the failure of an entire DC site. Hence,
intra-site redundancy is generally employed to
achieve high DC availability but not disaster
resilience [11].

DC Site Placement — This task defines where
to install DC sites in a geographic region to min-
imize the impact of disasters. Moreover, the site

placement defines how many servers are installed
in each DC site, and how many servers are left
to host backup VMs.

Distributed DCs tend to span different SRGs,
thus being more disaster-resilient. Figure 2 illus-
trates different DC distribution levels, using the
WAN topology of the French Research and
Education Network (REN), RENATER. Each
circle represents a point of presence (PoP). A
DC site is represented by a server figure, and
consists of a PoP with at least one installed serv-
er. In the three distribution levels (i.e., number
of DC sites employed) shown in this figure, we
spread 1024 servers across the network, choosing
a given number of DC sites to use. Considering
a single-failure disaster model, where each DC
site or link belongs to a different SRG, the fig-
ure indicates the fraction of servers available
after the worst case failure (i.e., failure that dis-
connects the largest number of servers). A server
is considered available if it has at least one path
to a gateway, represented by a triangle in the fig-
ure. As this example network is highly redundant
in terms of paths to gateways, the worst case
SRG is always the failure of an entire DC site.
Hence, a high distribution level makes the DC
more robust to disasters, as each DC site tends
to have fewer servers. Note, however, that the
difference between medium distribution and
high distribution in terms of resilience is small
since, after a given level of distribution, we can-
not significantly improve the resilience to disas-
ters. 

Another advantage of geo-distribution is that
fewer backup servers are needed as the DC
becomes more resilient to disasters, as exempli-
fied in Fig. 3. Consider that a disaster may bring
down an entire DC site and that any pair of DC
sites is distant enough to avoid simultaneous fail-
ures. The figure illustrates different DC place-
ment schemes to provide backup capacity to 12
servers. The backup is done by periodically per-
forming VM snapshots on the working sites and
sending them to backup sites. Consider the one-
site case, where the DC has only one working
site, and all VMs are copied to a backup site. If
the working site suffers a disaster, its VMs start
to run on the backup site after recovery. Since
we have a single working DC site and need to
support the failure of the entire site, the backup
site must have the same capacity as the working
one in terms of supported VMs and disk storage.
Consequently, a single DC site represents an
expensive option in terms of VM capacity used
for backup. This situation is not different from
the case where no virtualization is used and an
entire DC site is allocated for disaster recovery.
However, as shown in the two-site case, we can
distribute the working DC into two different
sites, each with half the number of servers of the
one-site case. As W1 and W2 do not fail togeth-
er, the backup site does not need to run both
W1 and W2. Hence, the backup site needs only
to support half of the VMs as in the previous
case. Nevertheless, the storage capacity neces-
sary is still the same since B1 must have the
snapshot of all VMs. Using the same reasoning,
the four-site case reduces by four times the
required server capacity of the one-site case. 

Despite its advantages, DC distribution may

3 Rackspace Cloud DNS
Overview:
http://www.rackspace.co
m/knowledge_center/arti
cle/rackspace-cloud-dns-
overview.
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be expensive. Referring again to Fig. 3, each
additional DC site requires one extra WAN link.
Although the required capacity of WAN links
decreases as we increase the distribution (i.e.,
fewer VM snapshots are transmitted over each
WAN link), the site interconnection cost increas-
es with the distance. The cost to install new DC
sites should also be considered and depends on
different factors, such as security and availability
concerns and network capacity. Moreover, the
cost of a single DC site may depend on its geo-
graphical location, being affected by factors such
as the cost per square meter at that location,
cooling requirements given the weather condi-
tions, local taxes, and so on. For more informa-
tion about DC costs, the reader may refer to the
website The Cloud Calculator,4 which is an
effort to estimate the cost of DC components
according to different parameters. Given the
reasons above, the DC distribution should con-
sider the constraints defined in the planning
phase, such as budget and QoS metrics. For
example, in addition to performing the distribu-
tion considering disaster resilience, the provider
may prefer to install its sites closer to clients that
have tighter latency requirements.

Design of the Inter-Site WAN — This task is
mostly characterized by the classical design of
WAN networks for telecom operators. The liter-
ature on this problem is vast and generally
addresses the design of optical networks [6].
One requirement of this network design is to
improve the resilience of the network topology
by employing techniques such as path restora-
tion and protection (e.g., provision of backup
paths), multipath routing, and p-cycles [8]. Dif-
ferent from traditional telecom networks, in
which the main goal is to connect several PoPs,
in DC networks the goal is to provide VM host-
ing to clients spread over a region. Hence, the
design of the inter-DC network must be corre-
lated to the DC site placement task, since the
network capacity and protection level provided
to a DC site depends on the number of servers
installed on it, as well as on its location. Also,

this task defines the location of gateways, the
capacity allocated to each link, the location of
routers and switches used to interconnect sites,
and so on [12].

SELECTION OF VM PLACEMENT MECHANISMS
Although DC site placement and topology design
play important roles with regard to disaster
resilience, alone they do not guarantee the QoR
requirements. QoR is also affected by the VM
placement mechanism, which allocates VMs to
physical nodes upon clients’ requests. Generally,
working VMs are allocated to maximize the
provider’s revenue and meet the user require-
ments. However, when providing disaster recov-
ery, IaaS providers must also allocate backup
VMs for each working VM. Given that disaster
resilience should not affect QoE under normal
operation, the placement of backup VMs should
take into account user requirements such as
QoS. A simple alternative to ensure this is by
performing the VM placement in two phases.
The first phase allocates the VMs requested by a
client according to his/her requirements under
normal operation; the second phase decides
where to store the snapshots of each VM when
they are covered by disaster recovery services. 

Figure 4 shows a VM placement example. The
DC is distributed across different sites in a region,
and the SRGs, circled by dashed lines, indicate
which sites fail together. For each DC link, the
available bandwidth between two sites is indicat-
ed. In the first phase, the VMs of a given client
are allocated to two sites. This placement is per-
formed according to the client QoS requirements
or other QoR metrics that are not related to dis-
asters as the availability, not specified here. In the
second phase, the placement mechanism decides
where to store the backup of each VM. This
placement must reduce the probability that the
backup and working VMs are affected at the
same time by disaster events. One approach is to
isolate backup VMs, allocating them to sites
belonging to SRGs other than the SRGs covering
the sites hosting working VMs. This approach
must consider the client QoR metrics, guarantee-

4 The Cloud Calculator:
http://www.thecloudcal-
culator.com.
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ing that the available resources are enough to
meet the RTO and RPO requirements. Figure 4
shows three possible placements. Note that they
have different bandwidth capacities between
working sites and backup ones, which affects the
RPO. In addition, they have different resilience
levels depending on the number of SRGs spanned
by backup sites, and the isolation in terms of
SRGs between working and backup sites.

CHALLENGES AND
RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

The design phases drawn in this work allow the
identification of research directions in disaster
resilience to IaaS clouds. Although the selection
of disaster recovery mechanisms is important to
disaster resilience, it has a lot of intersections
with other research areas such as high availability
(i.e., resilience to failures under a provider’s con-
trol), VM mobility, and network virtualization.
On the other hand, site placement and topology
design and selection of the VM placement mech-
anisms are the most challenging phases since they
open a new research domain, which is the design
of disaster-resilient cloud networks. Finally, the
modeling phase brings important challenges of
stitching all DC components together, modeling
their relationships with QoR and QoS metrics. 

The site placement and topology design phase
has the major challenge of jointly optimizing the
inter-DC network design and DC site placement.
Works in this area investigate optimization algo-
rithms to choose where to install each DC site,
and at which sites each service is deployed as
well as their backups [7, 13]. In addition, the cur-
rent works design the underlying network
between DC sites by configuring paths and set-
ting protection schemes. The current literature
considers traditional DC distribution where ser-
vices are replicated across a geo-distributed infra-
structure, such as content delivery networks
(CDNs) [14], and assumes that each service is

known at the time of DC construction. This
assumption is not true in the IaaS case, since VM
hosting demands are generally unknown a priori.
Hence, the VM placement should be performed
in a different phase, while DC construction is
based on the prediction of service demands. The
state of the art addresses the service placement
through the anycast principle. Hence, as the
backups of each service are also operational, they
can respond to requests. One drawback of the
service replication performed in these works is
the lack of backup synchronization among work-
ing copies, thus not considering RTO and RPO
requirements. Regarding the selection of the VM
placement mechanisms, Bodík et al. [15] perform
resilient VM placement considering a single DC
site and high availability requirements. Neverthe-
less, they do not consider geo-distributed DCs or
backup and QoR to disasters.

CONCLUSION
In this article, we have provided guidelines to
design a DC network infrastructure supporting a
disaster-resilient IaaS cloud, based on the geo-
graphic redundancy of its components. We have
described design phases, allowing us to draw
potential research directions. In a nutshell, these
directions concern the placement of nodes in a
geo-distributed infrastructure, physically (e.g.,
DC sites) or virtually (e.g., VM snapshots), as
well as how these nodes are interconnected
through a WAN. We believe that the develop-
ment of this new research area will allow IaaS
providers to offer more sophisticated services,
improving business continuity even when catas-
trophic events occur. Furthermore, a disaster-
resilient cloud motivates more corporations to
migrate their IT infrastructure to an IaaS cloud.
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Figure 3. Impact of DC distribution on resilience.
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Figure 4. Placement of working VMs and their snapshot locations.
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